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Food as Living Material
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The intent of this project was to sensitive participants to haptic
No
[This text compliments a short video with the same title in the Exposition HAPTICA (1)]

attributes of the hand & mouth that inspire sustainable ways to
prevent food waste and create innovative meal experiences.
Aims

This project addressed two of HAPTICA’s overall aims:
• To further develop and document (A-Lab) methods.
• To develop methods for exploring the haptic skills used in
creating and engaging in mealtime experience.
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Introduction
Sustainability has become an
culture is vital that we reconnect
increasingly pressing issue for our
with food on an aesthetic-, localglobal well-being, where multi& ecological scale.
national food industries are often
This project about “Food as living
the culprit in marketing products
Material” explores single food
and services that lead to harmful
items in two A-Labs 3 emphasizing
norms2. To support a more
haptic attributes of the hand &
innovative and responsible food
mouth (figures 1-2).
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Fig. 1 Haptic attributes of Hand.

Fig. 2 Haptic attributes of the Mouth.
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Methods & Results
Two A-labs were developed through qualitative thematic analysis of a
singular food item experience and then applied during the preparation of a
meal experience. The following two points are central to this project:
• explore haptic mouth sensations in food by suspending taste.
• sensitize participants on how to prepare, taste & serve food, striving to
prevent food waste and question food norms.
A-Labs: Probe & Chew
This lab was developed through an
iterative process over 4 years.
Participants
- Värmland Workshop - 4 designers
& 1 performing artist and sculptor
- VÄRT workshop –20 followers
- Back to the land 2018 19 students
Materials & tools
Organic food materials; blueberry &
tomato
Procedure
The participants were guided
through two consecutive sensitizing
sessions; Probe and Chew,

exploring haptic attributes of a
single food item (blueberry) with the
intent to compare and reflect on
their eating habits of everyday food
consumption. The probing session
moved clockwise through the first
seven of the nine attributes of the
mouth (figure 2 & 3a).
The second, chewing session,
moved through all nine attributes of
the mouth, starting with chew. The
participants chose a few prominent
haptic attributes followed by a
comparative discussion.

Results
The main results showed that by exploring the same haptic attribute model of
the mouth in two rounds; first probing as shown in figure 3a and then
chewing in figure-3b, the attributes changed due to how the mouth
environment and activity affected the material such as making it breaking the
surface of the skin and squeezing out the inner substance.

:Fig. 3a - Probe

Fig. 3b – Chew

Fig. 3a-b. One participant´s choice of prominent attributes mapped on mouth-model.
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In the probing session, (figure 3a) most participant’s chose: texture (smooth),
proportion (volume) & substance (resilient /bouncy). In the chewing session
(figure 3b), the following three attributes were chosen by many: chew,
moisture and substance.
While all the participants were familiar with blueberries, they found that
their regular eating patterns focused mainly on taste, which had hindered
them from discerning the haptic attributes of the berry. They all shared a sense
of surprise concerning specific food properties such as “I’ve never considered
the amount of skin and seeds a blueberry has before!”.
Some participants experienced a novel and even strange experience due to
the amplified haptic properties, while others felt that this amplification
supported a more sensuous way of eating.
___________________________________________________________
A-lab 2 - Too wet / too dry
This lab was developed through an
food item to illustrate the moist to
iterative process over 4 years.
dry-spectrum through five different
material stages created by traditional
Materials & tools
culinary techniques (figure 4). The
Organic food material: tomato, knife
different material stages were
mixer, dehydrator, food grinder,
analyzed through group discussions
serving platters, plates, bowl, paper
applied to the Haptic attributes of
and pen.
the Hand-model (figure 1), and later
applied in the Haptic attributes of
Procedure
the Mouth-model (figure 2).
A tomato was chosen as a single

Fig. 4 Too wet / too dry-model: Top row shows five material stages of tomato from
wet to dry. Bottom row shows handcrafting technique used to create each stage.

Results
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The participants interacted with the five different stages of the material, using
their hands in order to identify haptic attributes (bottom row in figure 4). A
“newly found” perspective on texture and substance was conveyed, which
laid the groundwork for the following discussions. The shift in focus from
taste to haptics was a provocative thought experiment, that challenged the
participant’s ’taste-norms’. Furthermore, many participants were astonished
by the simplicity of the process in relation to the new knowledge gained.
_______________________________________________________________
Meal Experience – applying knowledge from the A-labs
The above A-labs gradually
developed over a period of four
years by testing and applying them
in creating meal experiences in the
international master´s course in
sustainability: Back to the Land 2.0 Reconnecting urban and rural
through food systems from
2017-2019. and at VÄRT food lab
design company.
Materials & tools
Organic food material: kitchen tools
and appliances, serving platters,
plates, bowls, utensils, glasses.
.

Procedure In this course students
and leaders met during a 1-week
workshop in a Swedish village
where all of the meals were made
collectively, inspired by haptic
attributes (learned in the two A-Labs)
and the local experts and the course
leaders.
The food material used in all the
meals came from three different
sources: Food waste from the local
restaurant supplier, ecological food
from Hjulsjö and eco products from
local supermarkets.

Fig. 5 shows four images from meal prepared and served during the course Back to
the Land 2.0.

Results
The teachers and three local experts worked with the students to create meal
experiences applying haptic attributes. Some examples are shown in figure 5:
• Eco gardener, chef and PhD student Magnus Westling experimented with
the attributes texture and substance of heritage gray peas that was part of
his ongoing research.
• Eco gardener and food crafter Märta Westling focused on
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enriching soil and tending an ecogarden. This work gave insight into
gardening methods to enhance taste in plants and inspired a meal based
on 5 locally grown potatoes.
• Agro-forester Christina Schaffer's experiments with forest plants inspired a
meal with deep-fried crisps moss which was added to classic
warm and smooth chanterelle mushroom soup.
Discussion
This exploratory and semi- structures project provided a creative atmosphere
for preparing, serving, and experiencing food. The nine haptic attributes offer
an aesthetic taxonomy that can significantly improve communication by
being more precise in describing food as a material. These attributes, however
do not express each individual´s taste experiences.
The two A-labs and their application in collective meal aim to sensitize the
participants to haptics as well as challenge general norms in everyday eating
habits, with the intent to inspire more sustainable and creative ways of
exploring food. When working with food waste, it is imperative to understand
what makes up an organic structure in each food item and to recognize
patterns in this structure that are either damaged or rotten. Anna Marie Orrú 4
supports these ideas through features toward food and the importance of
reconnecting people with their food suppliers.
By reconnecting with food as material through handcrafting methods, we
could potentially close the gap between different actors in the food- industry
and food culture.
Contribution
The Food as Material project developed, two A-labs combined with a meal
making method that applies the knowledge from the A-labs.
• A-lab: Probe & Chew-model
• A-lab: Too wet / Too dry-model
• Collective meal making using haptic attributes.
Dissemination
•

•
•

•
•

Back to the Land 2.0: International Master’s course, Konstfack: Design
for Sustainable Co-Creation four years 2017-19
Participants: ≈ 60 multi-disciplinary students during 3 courses.
Food lab: VÄRT Sustainable Food Lab, Gamlestaden, Göteborg 2018
Participants: 20 of VÄRT followers
Course for culinary chefs at Campus Grythyttan, Örebro University,
Culinary Arts and Meal Science 2016-19 (leader Corina Akner)
Participants: 90 culinary chef students during 4 courses
Workshop in Värmland
Participants: 4 HAPTICA members
Exhibition: HAPTICA. Konstfack, Stockholm Sweden January 2019
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The graphic pattern framing these pages are “Bliss-characters”;which represent abstract concepts and work
like a “pictographic”. The symbols used here are derived from concepts relating to haptics and senses.
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